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The Cal Poly meat science lab works with beef, lamb and pork. They
learn to cut the meat from the carcass to retail cuts.

Most people know the difference
between a t-bone and a sirloin, but
few people know the process meat
goes through to become dinner.
“Its just not a well-known thing.
You understand journalism and you
understand computer sciences, but
when you hear meat science you're a
little taken aback,” meat science asso
ciate professor Robert Delmore said.
The meat industry may be a mys
tery to most people, but there are
numerous opportunities for students
who do know about it.
“There’s a lot of jobs out there for
meat sciences; we have way more
jobs than we have students,” animal
science professor Rudy Wooten said.
Usually incoming animal science
majors have never thought about
working in the meat industry, but
once the students take the mandato
ry introductory meat science class
they become interested, Wooten said.
ASCI 211, meat science, is a
requirement for all animal science
majors.
“Meat science is everything from
the harvest process of the animal
through the finished product,”
Delmore said.
The three-unit class covers such
material as muscle structure, what
happens to the animal post mortem,
how that affects meat quality, the

meat industry itself, processing and
packaging, government regulations
and food safety.
The labs are designed to apply the
principles and techniques learned in
lecture.
“It doesn’t make any sense until
you start to cut (the meat),” Delmore
said.
The labs work on beef, lamb and
pork. During the lab, students have a
chance to apply hands-on experi
ence by cutting the product fiom
carcass to rough cuts, and from rough
cuts to retail cuts. They also get to
taste their product.
There is an optional lab section
that deals with harvesting, or slaugh
tering the animal.
“The process of harvesting an ani
mal is not quite what people think,
there isn’t a lot of noise, it’s very sys
tematic,” Delmore said.
Most students are interested in
participating in the harvesting lab.
The course fits in very well with
vet-science majors because they can
see what an animal is like post
mortem, Wooten said.
Animal science sophomore
Lauren Lukue was intrigued by the
class and even declared a meat sci
ence minor. She works at the meat
lab, which is open every Friday from
noon to 5 p.m.
Lukue said that she likes the meat
industry because “No one knows
about it, it’s not an everyday job, and
I like meat.”
Lukue was involved with Future
Farmers of America in high school,
see Meat, page 2

Genetic engineering forum today
The ballot measure will deter
mine whether the county will adopt
an ordinance prohibiting anyone
from propagating, cultivating, raising
or growing genetically engineered
organisms.
“A lot of facts are being twisted,”
Wehner said. “We don’t want the

an important educational tool.
“More information should dispel
fears and enable voters to focus on the
Cal Poly will host a public forum
real issues,” Levine said.
to discuss a November ballot issue on
The measure was written to pro
genetic engineering today.
tect the county’s agriculture, environ
The forum will begin at 7 p.m. in
ment, economy and private property
Harmon Hall in the Performing Arts
from genetically engineered organCenter’s Christopher Cohan ____
isms until all the pos.sible
Center.
dangers are explored.
More information should dispel
The College of Agriculture
Cal Poly and licensed
and the College of Science and
fears and enable voters to focus on
health care practishoners
Mathematics are
hosting
the real issues.
’’
would be exempt from the
“Genetic Engineering and the
— D R. ELENA LEVINE measure. Cal Poly will not be
Measure Q Controversy.”
C a l P o ly p r o f e s s o r
prevented from engaging in
“It is our duty to help edu- ■ ||j||
scientihe research and educa
cate the local community,” said
tion
using
genetically engineered
David Wehner, dean of the College of science of genetic engineering to be
organisms under controlled laborato
part of the debate.”
Agriculture.
Elena Levine teaches principles of ry conditions.
Wehner said the goal of the forum
Alan McHughen, a professor at
is to provide more information about genetics at Cal Poly. She said there is
genetic engineering and to discuss the a lot of misinformation and fear in UC Riverside will begin the evening
the community and sees the forum as with a presentation on the science of
ballot measure.
Nicole Stivers

MUSTANG DAILY

biotechnology. McHughen is a mem
ber of the National Academy of
Sciences which produced the report,
“Safety of Genetically Engineered
Foods: Approaches to Assessing
Unintended Health Effects.”
Following McHughen’s presenta
tion, four speakers will discuss the
pros and cons of the ballot measure.
Organic farmer Ryan Rich, owner
and operator of Four Elements
Organics, and Mike Zelina, one of the
measure’s authors, will speak in favor
of the ballot measure.
Tom Ikeda, current president of the
San Luis Obispo County Farm
Bureau, and Jan Haynes, director of
development at FzioMed, a local
biotech firm, will speak in opposition
to the measure.
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Photos ofVietnam,Thailand and Nepal in library
IN ARTS and CULTURE, page 7

Poly student’s Olympic adventure
Stephanie Brown and her discuss dream
IN SPORTS, page 11
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CLEVELAND — Sen. John
Edwards accused the Bush administra
tion Tuesday night of bungling the war
in Iraq and presiding over a historic
loss of jobs. “Your facts are just wrong,”
Vice President
Dick
Cheney
shot back in a
crackling cam
paign debate.
In a clash at
close quarters,
Edwards accused
Cheney of “not
being straight”
with
the
American people
Dick Cheney
about the war. He
said U.S. casualties are rising monthly
and the United States is bearing 90
percent of the cost and suffering 90
percent of the dead and wounded.
Cheney promptly challenged those
figures, saying the Iraqi security forces
had taken nearly half of the casualties.
“For you to
demean their sac
rifice is beyond
the pale,” he said
to Edwards seat
ed a few feet
away.
“Oh, I’m not,”
Edwards protest
ed before the
vice president cut
John Edwards
him off.
The
debate
format encouraged give-and-take, and
neither the vice president nor Sen.
John Kerry’s running mate shrunk*
from the task.
“Frankly, senator, you have a record
that’s not very distinguished,” Cheney
said to the North Carolina lawmaker
after accusing him of a pattern of
absences in the Senate during his one
term.
Edwards summed up his points like
the former trial lawyer he is.
In a jab at the Bush-Cheney cam
paign’s claim on experience, he said,
“Mr. Vice President, I don’t think the
country can take four more years of
this type of experience.”
He also said that as a member of
Congress more than a decade ago,
Cheney voted against Head Start and
banning plastic guns that can escape
detection in metal detectors.
Edwards was on the attack from the
see Debate, page 2
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Cal Poly students pack the meat
Students have the option o f
taking a lab where they have
hands-on experience with meat
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Confidential screening to
help com bat depression
Icnng from depression hir a long time,”
Axelroth said. “1)epression is verv treat
able.”
C'al Poly students, stali and faculty will
According to the Screening for
have a chance to participate in a free and
Menul Health Website that has provided
I onfidential screening for depression as a
college's across the countrv’with National
part of Mental Illness Awareness Week.
Depression Screening Day tools, their
National l)epres,sion Screening Day
goals are to call attention to the preva
takes place Thursday and will be held in
lence ofmenul health disorders, educate
the UU Plaz.1 from 10 a.in. to 2 p.m.
people about the signs and symptoms
Kepresentatives from both the
and the availability of efr'ective treatments
Student Health Advisory C'ouncil and
for mental health disorders and connect
C!al Poly Health and Counseling
those in need to the mental health care
Services will be distributing material and
system
administering a
More
than
tree and confi
lO
O
O
colleges
SMH statistics accumulated
dential written
and universities
from previous Depression
test for those
.icross the coun
who think they
Day screenings
trv currentlv use
may sutFer from
programs from
depression.
SMH.
• 39 percent scored positive
Hob Negranti,
Included in
for depression
project coordina
the organization’s
tor for the Health
• 14 percent scored positive
1)epression 1)ay
(T'liter, said that
for bi-polar disorder
SLTeeiiing Kit are
although
the
materials
and
• 44 percent scored positive
screening is pri
screening tools
for generalized anxiety
marily focused
for depression,
disorder
on students, any
bipolar disorder,
one in the coni• 36 percent scored positive
anxiety
and
niunit)’ is wel
for post-traumatic stress
i 111o r 111 a 11 o n
come to partici
about students
disorder
pate.
and stress Also
“It pmvides a
found 111 the kit
way for us to get
is a Mtleo by SOS
the word out that depression does exist,” Suicide Prevention and ,i discussion
Negranti said.
guide that shows students how to help a
The goal of National 1)e'pression friend who m.i\ be depressed or suicklai.
Screening 1)ay is to pmvide people with
According to an article in the
a better understanding that ele'passion 2lH)3 edition of Parade Magazine, Dr.
and other me'iital illnesses, like general Isadore Kosenfeld said that .ilmost half of
ized anxiety eliseirder and bipolar disor those who are depressed do not ask for
der, are not weaknesses and nspond well help.
to treannent.
In addition to the sca*ening day, ASI
I'articipants who want to evaluate Kecreation.ll Sports will host The Mark
their test can contact C'al Poly's counsel S. Keuling .Memori.il Annual Volleyball
ing services to go over their results.
C'.hallenge to raise money to help friiid
Psychologist Fdie Axelmth said that depa'ssion prevention on campus.
counselors will be available all d.iy
I he tournament will take pLice all dav
Thursday to meet confidentially with Frid.iy in the main gym at the Kec
Ntudents.
(.Center.
Hy examining the written test, stu
Ptoceeds from the event will frind
dents and counselors can identifr com campus prevention for bi-polar and
mon symptoms ol mental illnesses and other nient.ll he.ilth disorders.
take steps to receive help.
“The volleyb.ill tournament is a ga-.it
Axelroth said that the Health Cente*r way tor people to st.irt ofr the year with
most fre'quently encounters students an uplifting activity that is tor a ginxl
whi> are dealing with anxiety and cause.” said Jix- Long. Assistant I)ia*ctor
depression. However, she finds that of ASI Keca-ational Sports, who is in
many people wait years to get help for charge of the evvnt.
Participants nuist have a team of six or
their illnesses.
“What I am surprised alxnit is the moa- players and can contact Long, at
number of people who have been suf- 75()-.SS45, no later than Thurssiiv.
Natasha Toto
M U STAN C , D AILY

Have You Ever Looked at the
Sky and Longed for the
Freedom of Flight?
* th a t Fr^c|E>fi^ is Available
Now c^|CF^Avtgtion. LLC.
Scin Luis^^jH lD 's Largest and
Most
Flight School
and Aircraft Rental Facility.
Make the Call Today 10 Take
the F'«t Step Toward th f SkyJ
PCF Aviation, U<
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Meat
continued from page /

so she was already aware ot meat sci
ences when she took Animal Science
211. Kiglit now, she is a teacher’s aid
for one ot the meat lab classes and she
is working with the Swanson beet
enterprise, where she will be market-

Debate
continued from page 1

opening inoments of the debate.
He said that in addition to misnianagmg the war in Iraq, the admin
istration had Cisama bin Laden cor
nered in the mountains of
Afghanistan at one point, but turned
over the hunt tor the mastermind
behind the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks
to Afghan warlords.
“The senator has got his tacts
wrong,” said Cheney. “We’ve never
let up on Osama bin Laden from D.iy
One. We’ve actively and aggressively
pursued him.”

ing their hormone-free beet.
1)elniore spent five and a half years
working at Farmer John’s Hotdogs in
Los Angeles. Now that he is at Cal
Poly he wants to bring exposure to
the meat science industry.
The department conducts a class
during the winter break called the
meat industry study tour.
“We go to different facilities and

the things we can’t teach and explain
in the classroom, we go out there and
say here’s wTiat this is, here’s what this
job is like,” Dehnore said.
The introductory meat science
class is open to all majors.
“It’s really fun, 1 w’ould recom
mend the class to anyone who wants
to know how beef ends up on your
plate,” Lukue said.

In rebuttal to Edwards’ charges on
the war, Cheney repeatedly criticized
the Democratic presidential nomi
nee, Sen. John Kerry, for shifting
positions on the conflict.
Referring to Kerry’s debate with
President Hush Last week, Cheney
said the four-term Massachusetts sen
ator had declared he would submit
American military commitments
overseas to a global test.
He said that was part of a record
that led Kerry to oppose the first
Persian Gulf War in 1991 and “always
being on the wrong side” of defense
issues.
On domestic issues, Edwards said
Hush has presided over a loss of jobs

during his administration — the first
president to do so since Flerbert
Hoover sat in the White House. He
also said more Americans are m
poverty, and living without health
insurance, than when the president
took the oath of office in 2001.
Hut Cheney said jobs are being
created, and said a Kerry-Edwards
administration would seek to raise
taxes.
Edwards denied that even before
the vice president said it, noting that
the Democratic proposal calls for
rolling back the Hush tax cuts on
only those earning $2(M),000 or more
a year.
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P ro secu tio n w rap s u p its
p o r tio n in P eterso n case
Kim Curtis
ssson^TFn
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K ED W O O n CITY,
—
Prosecutors didn’t conclude their
case against Scott Peterson Tuesday
with a smoking gun or a dramatic
flourish, but they etiectively por
trayed him as a man capable of mur
dering his wife, experts said.
“He lied to everybody,” said Paula
C’anny, a defense lawyer and former
prosecutor who has been watching
the trial.“The strongest evidence the
prosecution has is what Scott
Peterson said and what Scott
Peterson did.”
After presenting 174 witnesses
during the past l ‘> weeks, prosecu
tors called on Modesto Police
1)etective Jon liuehler to testily last.
Ikiehler portrayed the 31-yearold former fertilizer salesman as a
man on the run when he was arrest
ed April 19, 2003, for his pregnant
wife’s murder.
Prosecutor Dave Harris showed
jurors dozens of photographs of
camping and survival equipment
found in the Mercedes that Peterson
had earlier bought pretending his
name was Jacqueline, his mother’s
name.
He had a large backpack and an
overnight bag stuffed with every
thing from hunting knives and a
water purifier to snorkeling and

fishing equipment to a shovel and
duct tape, Buehler testified. Much of
the camping equipment had been
purchased a month earlier, he said.
Peterson also had several changes
of clothes, including seven pairs of
shoes, jackets, pants, shorts and
sweaters. He had four cell phones,
two driver’s licenses — his and his
brother’s — six credit cards, includ
ing one in girlfriend Amber Frey’s
name, and nearly $1.3,000 in cash.
But defense lawyer Mark Geragos
showed photos of similar clothes and
equipment found in Peterson’s truck
months earlier, portraying him as a
guy who simply lived out of his
vehicle.
Experts disagreed on whether the
last day of testimony was as dramat
ic as it needed to be to stick in the
minds of jurors.
C'huck Smith, a former San
Mateo County paisecutor, said the
prosecution’s case “ended with more
of a whimper, than a bang.” He said
he believes it’s most effective to end
with a witness who brings the
whole case together or who ends it
with a powerful, new fact.
“The prosecution did neither,”
Smith said.
When Cieragos begins calling
witnesses when court resumes next
Tuesday, observers expect him to
present experts who will contradict

scientific evidence like the age of
the fetus and law euloieemeiil offi
cers who will shore up the defense's
accusation that police targeted
Peterson and failed to look at other
possibilities.
Also revealed Tuesday in Buehler’s
testimony: Peterson also packed in
his car, “The Purpose-Driven Life:
What on Earth Am I Here For?” a
book Frey had given him, along
with a card dated Feb. 16, 2003.
“I can only hope that this will
come to an end soon,” Frey wrote.“I
wish 1 could go back in time. I'm
praying for you and your family.”
Several flyers advertising a reward
for Laci Peterson’s safe return were
found in the trunk, Buehler said.
C4n the day he was arrested,
Peterson drove a circuitous nearly
170-mile route in Southern
California in what prosecutors sug
gested was an attempt to evade
police. Defense lawyers have main
tained Peterson was trying to elude
media scrutiny.
Prosecutors allege Peterson killed
his eight-months pregnant wife in
their Modesto home on or around
Dec. 24, 2002, then dumped her
body into the bay.
Defense lawyers maintain some
one else abducted and killed Laci.
then framed their client after learn
ing of his w'idely publicized alibi.

John Lennon’s killer
a g ^ denied parole

ASSOCIATED PRF5S

Chapman is shown as a member
of a YMCA group at Fort Chaffee,
Ark, in this 1975 photo
ATTK'.A, N.Y (AP) — John
, Lennon’s killer will remain in
prison for at least tw'o more years
after being denied parole Tuesday
because of the “extreme malicious
intent” he showed in gunning
down the former Beatle in 1980.
Mark David C'hapman, 49, was
notified of the decision late
Tuesday after appearing before a
three-member panel earlier in the
day.
“During the interview your
statement for motivation acknowl
edges the attention you felt this
murder would generate, ”the board
wrote in its single-page decision.
“Although proven true, such ratio
nale is bizarre and morally cor
rupt.”
It was Chapman’s third hid for
freedom. He was denied parole in

2000 and again in 2002, on what
would have been Lennon’s 62nd
birthday.
1he latest denial "is based on the
extreme malicious intent you
exhibited (when) you fired a hand
gun multiple times, striking your
victim — John Lennon.” the board
wrote.
Cdiapman has been in prison
more than 23 years for shooting
Lennon outside his Manhattan
apartment building as the musician
returned from a recording session.
He became eligible for release
after serving 20 years of a maxi
mum life sentence.
Before Tuesday’s hearing, a letter
sent to the parole board on behalf
of Lennon’s widow, Yoko Ono,
requested that (diapman remain
imprisoned, according to a source
close to Ono, who spoke only on
condition of anonymity.
In 2000, Ono said she opposed
Chapman’s release out of concern
for the safety of herself and her
children.
For his own safety, Cdiapman
lives in housing separate from the
general population at the Attica
Correctional Facility, about 30
miles east of BulEalo, according to
corrections otFicials.
His next appearance before the
parole board will be in October
2006.
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Voluntary
rationing
urged as flu
vacrine supply
halved
Lauran Neergaard
ASSOCIATED PRESS
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WASHINGTON
—
Most
healthy adults should delay or skip
getting flu shots this year so that the
elderly and others most at risk from
influenza can get scarce supplies,
U.S. health officials said Tuesday as
they scrambled to manage a surprise
— and record — shortage.
British regulators abruptly shut
down a major flu-shot supplier
Tuesday, cutting in half the U.S. sup
ply of vaccine just as flu season is
about to begin.
The Bush administration urged
the public and doctors to begin vol
untary rationing of the roughly 54
million flu shots that will be avail
able this year.
Vaccine should be reserved for
babies and toddlers ages 6-23
months; people 65 or older; anyone
with a chronic condition such as
heart or lung disease; pregnant
women; nursing home residents;
children on aspirin therapy; health
care workers who care for high-risk
groups; and anyone who cares for or
lives with babies younger than 6
months.
For everyone else, “take a deep
breath. This is not an emergency,”
said Dr. Julie Gerberding, head of
the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention. “We don't want people
to rush out and look for a vaccine
today.”
The
government
cannot
impound existing vaccine to enforce
the recommendations. It has urged
voluntary rationing before, during a
shortage in 2()()0 — but never
before has the nation lost half its
supply.
“We will need the help of the
public,” said Health and Human
Services
Secretary
Tommy
Thompson.
On Tuesday, British regulators
suspended the license of Chiron
Corp. for three months, citing man
ufacturing problems at the factory
in Liverpool, England, where
Chiron makes its leading Fluvirin
flu vaccine.
The rest of the U.S. flu shot sup
ply — the 54 million doses — is
coming from a different manufac
turer, Aventis Pasteur, which already
has begun shipping.
High-risk patients depend on flu
shots because the injections are
made of killed influenza virus. For
other people, there is another
option: About 1 million doses of an
inhaled flu vaccine, Medlmmune
Inc.’s FluMist, will he available for
healthy 5- to 49-year-olds. It’s made
from live but weakened influenza
virus.
C'.hiron’s problem started in
August, when it discovered contam
ination in 4 million doses. But less
than two weeks ago, top U.S. health
officials assured the public that close
FDA monitoring of the rest of the
supply showed it was fine and there
would be no shortage.
British officials didn’t explaii
why,thvy;di>agrieed,
,,

H igh energy prices sting low-incom e Am ericans
Rad Foss
ASSOCIAIED PRESS

For many Americans, the rising
cost of energy is a financial nui
sance, not a crisis. It’s something to
grumble about to a co-worker or
perhaps a iea,soii to spend less on
clothing and entertainment.
But for Louise Rayo of Littleton,
Colo., who takes care of her four
children, ages 8 through 13, on dis
ability pay of less than $1,200 a
month, high oil and natural gas
prices have already had serious con
sequences.
Rayo, 37, was recently forced to
decide between medical insurance
for her family or gas and electric
service for their home. She chose
the latter, joining millions of lowincome households that have gone

without health care, food and other
basic necessities this year to keep
their homes cool in summer and
warm in winter.
America’s working poor seem
likely to get hit harder than usual
on fuel bills this winter, with oil
around $50 a barrel, gasoline near
$2 a gallon and natural gas prices
rising. Moreover, industry officials
and emergency assistance groups
worry that a federal program criti
cal to ensuring utility service for
low-and fixed-income households
is inadequately funded.
“1 do see a scenario this year
where we could run out of money,”
warned Jerry McKim, who runs
Iowa's Bureau of Energy Assistance,
which distributed more than $33
million last winter to the state’s
neediest families through the feder

al Low Income Home Energy
Assistance Program, or I.IHEAP.
Even with utilities in some states
offering
discounted
“budget
billing” plans, households at or near
the federal poverty level spend
nearly 20 percent of their annual
income on home energy costs —
four times as much as those at the
median-income level, according to
Meg Power, the executive director
of Economic Opportunity Studies,
a Washington-based firm that does
research for the government and
private nonprofits.
Because many poor families
already receive food stamps and
Medicaid, the remaining options for
cutting expenses are limited and
can lead to sacrifices that are partic
ularly harmful to children and

seniors.
A recent study conducted in
Missouri found that 46 percent of
households living within 125 per
cent of the federal poverty level
skipped meals "sometimes" or
“often” in order to pay their ener
gy bills, while 45 percent did not
take medications prescribed by
their doctors for the same reason.
Another troubling finding of the
study, commissioned by the
National Low Income Energy
Consortium, was that 54 percent
o f the respondents used their
kitchen ovens as space heaters — a
health and safety hazard even more
worrisome than the fire danger
presented by the preponderance of
poor Americans using candles to
light their homes, experts said.

CAMPUS PROIECIS
QUARTERIY UPDATE - f A ll 2004
California Boulevard Extension
As part of Phase 2 of the Engineering III project, California Boulevard is
<?xtended through campus to connect with Highland Drive. The
project provides connection to major parking lots and moves
circulation out of the campus core. Pedestrian walkways and bicycle paths on
campus are being added and improved; the bike route will continue along
California Boulevard. Construction is expected to be complete before the end of
fall quarter.

Engineering iV
Phase 2 of the new Engineering complex will add 1 0 4 ,0 0 0
square feet of instructional space to the College of
Engineering and will stand on the site northwest of
Kennedy Library. Construction should begin in December,
in September, 2 0 0 6 .

_________________
2 0 0 4 and be complete

Student Housing North
^

The Student Housing North project will be completed over a
five-year period, with phased delivery. The EIR and schematic
design have been approved and the first phase should be available for occupancy
in 2 0 0 8 . Brookwood Program Management has been chosen as the program
manager and the design-build team will be selected in March of 2 0 0 5 . Visit the
Student Housing North website for information about the project: Click on the
Student Housing North icon, http://www.facilities.calpoly.edu

Parking added on Mount Bishop Boad
Seventy-five temporary parking spaces have been added this quarter along Mt.
Bishop Road (the road to Dairy Science). The temporary spaces were added to
provide additional parking while a new parking lot at the Old Poultry unit is
under construction. The new H-1 parking lot, on Mt. Bishop Road just past
ESurphw,-will |>rovide approximately 8 6 0 new spaces and will include emer^encv
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Travolta and Phoenix bum
brightly in 'Ladder 49’
Esm eralda Cisneros
ML S IA N C , I) A 11\

Full of geese, hcer and rescues,
dclioii lilni "l.acldci 49” opened
tins past weekend. The destruc tive
tires were not the only hot eye
eatehnig subjects in the film. The
steamv east tiave the audience
another reason to look.
“ Ladder 49” stars |oac]iiin
Phoe nix (“Cilachator ) and (ohn
Travolta (“ Pulp Fiction”).The film
shows the life of Jack Morrison
(Phoenix), a rookie who joins
Ladder 49. The movie revolves
around Morrison who gets trapped
in a burning building. While await
ing rescue, he reflects on his life,
career and family.
The company is led by Chief
Mike Kennedy (Travolta). The
chief plays a major role in
M orrison’s life. Kennedy becomes
his mentor and helps him cope
with some emerging problems bal

ancing his family life and job.
Travolta does a great jerb such as
playing this parental role. His char
acter takes care of these issues in
his own life and sets an example
for the rest of the men.
Director Jay Russell did a great
job showing their lives as regular
suburban folks. The firefighters
were more than co-workers. The
men share their lives with each
other. It shows them attending
their respective childrens’ birthday
parties and singing at each others’
weddings. Yet Russell transitions
well from fimilytime to his job as
a firefighter.
The cameraderie of the men is
shown through the jokes played
on each other: Hiding live geese
in co-workers lockers, pretending
to be priests to hear co-workers’
confessions. The film shows real
life situations such as pairing up
to pickup girls at the supermar
ket.

A S S C X :iA TFt) I'RKSS

‘Ladder 49,’ starring John Travolta and Joaquin Phoenix, puts the actors onto the frontlines of firefighting.
The movie focuses on the balance that firefighters have to make between their jobs and their personal lives.
Besides Phoenix and Travolta,
the other major star o f the film is
the special efl'ects. The explosions
were deafening, the pyrotechnics
used for film’s spectacular fires.
Russell, using the effects, painted a
vivid image of the inferno.
Despite these postive character

istics, the film did lack in some
areas.
A major disappointment was
seeing Travolta not much on-camera. Despite his prominent appear
ance in many of the film’s adver
tisements, he only appeared a few
times on screen and was usually

No one knows what the future will bring.

Opportunities are available in the follow ing areas

Computer Science

Mechanical Engineering

Computer Engineering

Math

Electrical Engineering

Physics

Systems Engineering
Aeronautical Engineering
Optics

Check out our website at rayjobs.com/campus for further information, including our Cam pus R ecruiting Events.
Start your job search by clicking Find a Job.

The power of applied intelligence.
rayjobs.com/campus
One of the most admired defense and aerospace systems suppliers through world-class
people and technology. Our focus is developing great talent.
0?004R*yth*crComp«w A* riqhs ns5«f»*d Raylheon K *v«>jal opporuirwiy «yf
«ctwn
«mploycf and wh>I«xtxa * widf drxKVty Ol apphcairti US. Ciwttnifwp and <«tunty rtMTanc» may b» flfquwd

RayHifHNi
CustomerSuccessIs Our Mission

limited to crucial moments in the
film like a baptism and final climatics. The other major actors in
the film seem to have more to say.
The screenwriters o f the film
should have included Travolta’s
character more often through out
the film.

RIM sues
762 more
MP3 file
sharers
LOS ANCÌELES — The music
industry filed copyright infringe
ment lawsuits Thursday against 762
computer users, including defen
dants at 26 universities nationwide.
The new filings bring the total
number of people sued to more than
4,00(1 since the Recording Industry
Association of America began its
legal campaign against individual
computer users a year ago.
As in the previous complaints, the
latest lawsuits wen* bnnigln against
unnamed “John Doe” defendants,
identified only by their computer
Internet pmtocol addn*sses.
The t.K'tic allows the plaintiffs to
seek subpoenas nquiring Internet
access pnwiders to n*veal the names
of their customers.
Thursday’s complaints included
32 people who the RIAA claims
used university computer networks
to distribute copyrighted ncordings
on unauthorized peer-to-peer ser
vices like LimeWire.
Students in the l.iwsuits attend
such schools as C'olumbia, Kent
State, New York University.
Stanford. University* of C'onnecticut
and Michigan State University.
The RIAA said the lawsuits
against students were aimed in part
at highlighting some of the recent
efforts schools have made to offer
legal music services as an alternative.
“Students get the benefit of highquality, legal music while schools get
to spend less time worrying about
their students getting into trouble,”
RIAA President Cary Sherman said.
The recording industry blames
lagging music sales in recent years
on the rise of online music piracy.
While some surveys have shown
the number of people engaging in
file-sharing has declined since the
RIAA began its legal assault, other
data show millions continue to share
music, movies and software online.
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‘Fahrenheit’ (jould indicate role
o f m edia in future cam paigns
JJuets

“Fahrenheit 9/11,” bashing Bush’s
administration, his handling of the
Sept. 11 terrorist attacks and the
war on Iraq. The film, already the
highest-grossing documentary in
history, comes out on DVD and
video Tuesday and will reach an
even broader audience in the weeks
leading up to the Nov. 2 presiden-

tial election. The movie even got
the film industry’s blessing, earning
Best Picture at this year’s Cannes
ARLING TON ,
Texas
—
Film Festival.
Michael Moore hates President
But will Moore’s film or Michael
George W. Bush, but by November
Wilson’s film, “Michael .Moore
will anyone care?
Hates America,” actually affect vot
Moore wrote and directed this
ing?
summer’s
controversial
film
Political and media watchers at
the university are divided, some say
absolutely not, while others say the
films will definitely come into play.
Visiting communication profes
sor Lael Morgan said Moore creat
ed a film unlike anything previous
ly made.
“For it to be knighted with the
Cannes Film Festival award puts it
in a whole new light,” she said.
“There’s been all sorts of media
portrayals of presidents but nothing
X
like‘9/11.’”
So will it affect the campaign?
Because of all the other variables
involved in this year’s election, that
could be hard to determine,
Morgan said.
“There’s a lot going on here,” she
said. “I think we’re going to have a
hard time figuring out what hap
pened after it’s all over. 1 don’t have
a clue what people are going to do.
It’s certainly going to be different.”
Political science professor Mark
ASSOCIATED PRESS
Passing out copies of his books and films, Michael Moore reaches down Cichock thinks there will be an
impact but what kind of impact is
from the stage at Metropolitan Park in Jacksonville, Fla. Moore was in
Jacksonville as part of The Michael Moore Slacker Uprising Tour 2004. hard to say.

Amanda Kowalski
I H f SHORl HORN

These are the top ten song^ brou^t diverse artists
tc^ther to make some timeless, beautiful music \

lavid Bowie & Freddie Mercury —
“Under Pressure”
^
[my & Cher — “I Got You Babe’
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Dido - “Stan’
:e Cave & Kylie Minogtre ^
^"'here the Wild Roses Grol^^^s^*^.
Tank & Nancy Sinatra —
“Somethin’ Stupid”
9. Prince & Sheena Èastt
“U G ^ i i ^ o o k ’
10. Johi
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FOR
TUESDATf
Buy any Pizza a t',
regular menu price.

Geto

PIZ9E0 or

eqygi

lium 1' lopping
each
pluStCDC

SPECIAL
Large 1-topping

D

I

Ask for your
Studont Value
Card with order
A A*

Get the door.

It’s Dom ino’s*.
Sun-Thur 11arri’lam
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Nong Khai, a Buddist temple (left), is located in northern Thailand on
the border of Laos. The Halong Bay (above), located in Northern
Vietnam is about 1.5 miles north of Hanoi. This young Nepalese girl,
who calls the Nanapurna range of the Himalayas her home, is showing
what the Thai call “Wai-ing”, a greeting.
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‘Same, Same but Different’
he Far East has
never been the
most
popular
place to study abroad.
Students
usually
pick
Europe or maybe Australia.
Photography senior Mike
Karautter chose Thailand.
“I’ve always been inter
ested in eastern cultures,’’
Karautter said. “My two
and a half months there
were a life-changing expe
rience. It opened my eyes
to what is out there in the
world.’’
Karautter snapped hun
dreds o f photos o f his adven
tures that took him as far as
Lao,Vietnam and Nepal.
His photos will be the
first exhibit, entitled “Same
Same but Different,’’ named
after a local Thai saying.
The exhibit will be dis
played in the Photo Option
Gallery located in Kennedy
Library.

T

“It was amazing to con
nect to the people there,’’
Karautter said.
“T he
culture
there is exotic
and
different
from here, yet I
was able to cre
ate friendships
with locals easily.
At our bases we
are very similar.’’
Even with all
the photographs,
Karautter
said
that it is still dif
ficult to express
how great the
experience was.
“With my show, I want to
create a desire for others to
experience what I experi
enced,” Karautter said.
The official unveiling o f
the exhibit will take place
on Tuesday at 6 p.m.
— Mustang Daily
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These
mountains
(above), are
part of the
Nanapurna
range in
western
Nepal. The
h ip e s t
mountain in
the range,
simply titled
I, reaches
hiegfats of
about
26,000 fL
The monks
(left), are
looking out
over the city
of Chang
Mai from a
temple com
plex. While
the complex
is a major
turist attrac
tion it is a
functioning
temple.
COURTESY
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LETTERS

¡

p a rk in g p r o b le m s
^ m going to take a guess that yturve driven to si hotiE tried
forever to find a parking spot, silently cursed in your head
countless times and then goc your day started in a really
iwful mood.
T he other day my friend couldn’t find a parking spot so he just
dipped class and drove home, just when you thought last year was
bad, HAM, it just got a whole lot worse.
The reality is that parking structures aren’t being built tomorrow
.and the university’s Master Plan doesn’t call for a campus full of vehirles. As expressed lately, even bik
ers are up m arms over transporta
tion. Times are changing and we
need to figure out our alternatives
quick.
The geographical breakdown of
the student body is that approxi
mately 20 percent of students live
on campus with the majority liv
ing within a mile or two of cam
pus. The problem arises when stu
dents who live relatively close
drive to school. W hether it’s bad
weather, carrying too much to
school, or that you don't own a
bike. I t still causes congestion.
from the ASl president
Parking is a problem and I need
your advice for a solution.
My vision is a university-run shuttle system with a specific route
within a one to two mile radius of campus. We would have a few
shuttles running at peak times and we could count on the university
to schedule the routes and timing around classes.
Here’s where you come in. Would you like to see a campus shuttle
specific for the university that runs a specific route around your
apartments and throughout campus? Even though every good and
perfect gift comes from above, this one would obviously come at a
cost. How much would you be willing to pay, $2 to $3 bucks or $10
per quarter for this kind of system? O r would you like to see the
Sl.O bus utilized by the campus more and have more routes at more
times? By the way, the university subsidizes SLO Transit by a signifi
cant amount since students are the majority of the ridership. I don’t
know all the answers, but the trick is, e-mail me what you think and 1
will. Don’t worry, there isn't going to be any fee increases for a shut
tle anytime soon, but 1 ani interested in the concept and what you
think.
The future o f this campus is very exciting and entails a whole lot
o f change. We will come back to a campus that is more pedestrian
friendly with an increase m open space and essentially more Dexter
Lawns. Isn’t it kind of sad that we only have one semi-big lawn area
to lounge out m the sun and meet up with buddies? In the future
South Perimeter will be shut down for vehicles from Grand to the
stadium. O uter Perimeter will be closed fnmi the library to
('alifornia, and University Way will be demolished in place of new
facilities. With so much congestion and so little green space this will
make our campus much more cohesive.
With that said, there is truly a need to find alternatives for trans
portation. The University Police Department is even sponsoring an
upcoming campaign called “ Parking: You've got Options” centered on
alternative transportation methods. Next time you sign on your
Openmail shoot me an e-mail with your suggestions, because I’m
looking ahead and want you to come along with me.

1

the

STUDENT

connection

Bbkc Holton is the A Sl President who really Just wants a monorail like
Disneyland around campus. B-mail him your su^estions at
asipresident@calpoly.edu or hholton@calpoly.edu.

few years. In fact, if you look at
you rc reallv into the whole
the UPD Web site they are taking media circle jerk thing.
But tor the rest of us, this sea
credit for an awesome 40 percent
son sits as a highlighted reminder
decrease m crime over the last
of the incompetence delivereil by
TO THE EDITOR five years! How did UPD per
form such a drastic feat?
both ruling factions of the gov
According to a message from the
ernment. They seem to me like a
chief of police, ”... It is a result of serpent and a snake devouring
Som e thoughts from the
each olhci with e)es tui ned
the siiong pailneisliip we have
bicyclist him self
inward. Each’s insides riddled
with our community which
I'm one of the bicyclists who
includes an
with disease
was stopped by the UPD last
and parasite,
active and speweek. It’s nice to see that other
whose unholy
cific focus
students feel the same way I feel
When tliiiijfs arc
fowled feces
upon eliminat
about this.
flow freely out
t^ood cfioujih little is
ing the root of
I can’t count how many times
one, and into
problem issues.”
ever done to chanjjc it,
drivers on campus have almost hit
the other. And
Wow, now
whether it he needed
me on the campus roads. How
although there
that would be
or
not.
Only
when
many times have 1 had run-ms
are clear and
impressive if
with other bicyclists? Not once.
thinj^s j^et had enouj^h
logical paths to
they hadn’t
How is it that two-ton trucks
do we muster the
take, neither
done some
are allowed to shove through
species is will
thing much
strenj^th for change. ^ ^
pedestrian traffic on campus roads easier than
ing to straight
where pedestrians walk (Pepsi
— M ORGAN ELAM
en itself out
massive changes
("o. has to get in to sell us more
g e n era l e n g i n e e r i n g senior
enough to
to the fabric of
junk, eh?), pushing us onto the
slither their
our society.
curbs and into the bushes, but
Unfortunately, all they did was
tainted corpses down it. For those
rolling along on a bike that’s
change the fact that offenses to
that pay attention these are great
barely wider than the rider who
residence hall policy (i.e. being
times, great times to be a
is on it and going the same speed caught with a friend who pos
masochist.
as the pedestrian traffic is a
sessed a beer, or god forbid, being
When things are going good
heinous crime? Obviously, a bicy caught with an empty beer can,
enough little is ever done to
clist flying down a path while
which were both against dorm
change it, whether it be needed
weaving in and out of people is
policy) were counted as crimes
or not. Only when things get bad
not only annoying but also dan
for the last four year and now
enough do we muster the
gerous. Therefore, wouldn’t a sen they are not. So, basically, there
sible speed limit for bikes be logi were 5S5 liquor law violations on strength for change. This I say
because things seem to be going
cal?
campus in 2(M)1,410 in 2002 and
just OK, and change, big change
Perhaps the UPD can inform
ONE in 2003. Unfortunately,
is what we need. There is a
us as to why delivery trucks are
nearly all other crimes have
grander
future that awaits us, yet
allowed, but bikes must be pushed increased since 2001.
it does not approach. As we
around. The UPD’s own rule
Another unfortunate thing: I
meddle about with our many fine
book states in Section 20:
am living in a city of 1 million
“Bicyclist Rights and
people where the drinking age is tunings our ideological progress is
stagnating. We may kid ourselves
Responsibilities — Every person
16, being drunk or drinking in
through promotion of the “prop
riding a bicycle within the cam
public is openly tolerated by the
er” cause, but no real changes will
pus has all the rights and is sub
police and I feel just as safe as I
ject to all obligations and respon do walking the streets of San Luis not come until we hurt so bad
sibilities incumbent upon a driver Obispo.
that w'e yearn for them.
of an automobile.”
To the UPD and Cal Poly
No grass roots movement w'ill
Foundation: Get a grip on reality be up to the task, no righteous
Tyson Tate
and realize what crime really is.
cause can muster the power. It
Computer science sophomore
must come from hurt, it will
Adam Heitzman
come
from need.
Industrial technolo^iy senior
U P D altering classifications,
This message brought to you
boasting cam pus safety
by the masochist for Bush cam
Thank you UPD: I just wanted Election season h ig ^ g h ts
governm ent^ incom petence paign.
to write a letter thanking the
Morgan Elam
Election time again, eh. What a
University Police Department for
Cwneral etujineerinii senior
delightfully
painful
season,
unless
their hard work during the last
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Californians share Nobel physics prize
Robert Jablon
assck :ia i 'f.I) prkss

LOS ANCiELES — A C:altech
professor who once played a physicist
in the movies and a Santa Barbara
researcher who is trying to untangle
the mysteries of the universe, politics
and video games shared the Nobel
Brize Tuesday for a discovery they
made three decades ago.
The Royal Swedish Academy of
Sciences awarded the $1.3 million
prize to Hugh David Politzer, David
J. Gross and Frank Wilczek for a 1973
breakthrough that explained the
unusual properties of the strong force
which binds the fundamental parti
cles known as quarks into protons
and neutrons.
Their work is part of the founda
tion of modern physics.
Gross is now working on string
theory, the complicated and some
what mysterious effort to mathemat
ically explain all the major forces of
the universe, including electromag
netism, gravity and the strong and
weak atomic forces.
At a University of California,
Santa Barbara, news conference.
Gross said the Nobel committee
often views theoretical physicists
with “suspicion and sometimes for
good reason” because of the difficul
ty in proving their ideas. Even Gross
had his doubts 31 years ago, he said.
“In 1973, the methods they need
ed were newly developed and
fraught with subtleties,” read a press
statement from the California
Institute ofTechnology in Pasadena,
where Politzer is a professor. “Today,
the calculation is routinely assigned
to physics graduate students as a
homework exercise.”
Politzer did not attend a Caltech
press conference after the announce
ment.
“We think he’s really got a bad
case of shyness,” Caltech spokes
woman Deborah Williams-Hedges
said.
Caltech
President
David
Baltimore said the “smart money”
had betting on Politzer and the oth

ers to win the Nobel at last.
“This has been expected. He was
n’t exactly overwhelmed with sur
prise,” Baltimore said of Politzer.
Politzer indicated he will attend
the
Stockholm
ceremonies,
Baltimore said.
Fellow physics professor David
Wise joked that Politzer was “a regu
lar guy, but a lot smarter than most of
US.

He doubted that receiving sci
ence’s highest award would change
his colleague, except “he’ll have to
get a tuxedo.”
“1 know him pretty well. He’s a
really nice, down-to-earth guy and
doesn’t have a large ego,” he said in a
telephone interview from Caltech,
about 15 miles northeast of Los
Angeles.
When Wise was a penniless new
hire at Caltech years ago, Politzer
helped him do some electrical work
at his house.
“I had a Nobel laureate over at my
house to do a little wiring,” Wise
joked.
Divorced with tw'o sons, Politzer,
55, works out regularly at the
C'altech gym although “he’s not a
future Arnold,” Wise said.
His real strength is in what Wise
says is an ability to think intuitively
about physics problems. He can do
the calculations, of course, “but that’s
not the part he loves.”
“He has a very deep and remark
able level of understanding. ... He’s
certainly one of the great theoretical
physicists,” Wise said.
Born in New York City, Politzer
was a Harvard University graduate
student in 1973. He joined Caltech
as a visiting associate in 1975 and
became a full professor in 1979. He
was head of the physics department
from 1986 to 1988.
In 1989, he played physicist
Robert Serber in the movie “Fat
Man and Little Boy,” about the
Manhattan Project that created the
atomic bomb.
Director Roland Joffe recruited
physicists to play some of the parts.
Politzer, who did not even own a

television, told C'altech’s publication
“C3n ('ampus” that after initial reluc
tance he agreed to appear because
joffe convinced him that the “role
would not require too much in the
way of rime or talent.”
“During his two weeks on the set,
Politzer warmed up to the project
and began discussing nuclear defense
policy with Paul Newman, with
whom he shared a memorable din
ner of spaghetti and salad,” Caltech
said in a statement.
Gross, 63, is director of the Kavli
Institute for Theoretical Physics at
the University of California, Santa
Barbara.
The third Nobel winner, Frank
Wilczek, now at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, was Gross’
first graduate student at Princeton
and also was a UCSB physics profes
sor from 1981 to 1988.
Gross said it took many years, bil
lions of dollars in investments in
powerful new particle accelerators
and labor by hundreds of physicists
to finally prove the Nobel-winning
work.
“I remember wondering whether
we could ever be proven right.” he
said.
“By now the theory has passed
dozens and dozens of tests with
increasing precision and it’s clearly
correct,” he said.
“The happiest moment in science
is when you realize that nature has
bestowed an honor on you by con
firming your predictions,” he said.
“The Nobel committee is not as
meaningful, to me at least, as nature.”
“It comes close, though,” he added
jokingly.
Gross, who was a physics professor
at Princeton in the 1970s, joined
Kavli in 1997. Word of his Nobel
Prize came as he prepared to dedi
cate a new wing of the institute and
to host theoretical physicists ftom all
over the world for a weekend con
ference entitled “The Future of
Physics.”
At home, Gross is a voracious
reader, both of novels and nonfiction,
and he speed-reads “innumerable
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Caption David J. Gross, Director of the Kavli Institute for Theoretical
Physics of the University of CalifDmia, Santa Barbara, speaks to a standing-room-only audience at the Institute on Tuesday in Santa Barbara.
numbers” of magazines as well, his
wife, Jackie Savani, said in a tele
phone interview from the campus,
about 80 miles northwest of Los
Angeles.
“The house is awash in paper,” she
said.
He is informed and passionate
about politics as well, but she
declined to state his views.
Gross has two daughters by a pre
vious marriage: Ariela, 39, who is a
law professor at the University of
Southern California, and Elesheva,
30, a graduate student in psychology
at the University of California, Los

Angeles.
He is stepfather to Savani’s 17year-old daughter, Miranda.
“I credit David for my daughter’s
interest in science and math,” his
wife said.
His exercise regime includes lift
ing hand weights and walking the
couple’s two Shih-Tzus, Sugar and
Spice.
He also loves movies and playing
computer games.
“At the moment he loves this
game where you have this helicopter
and you land it on buildings and res
cue people,” she said.
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Groups call for destrucrion
Sch
w
arzen
^ger
tw
ice
used
law
he
of Schwarzen^efs movies
U am es for frivolous law suits

LOS ANGELES — A group of from licenses held by U.S, citizens
Hispanic activists on Tuesday and legal residents.
Leaders o f Latino Movement
promised to “punish” Gov. Arnold
Schwarzenegger for his veto of USA, a pro-im m igrant group
legislation that would have let which led Tuesday’s rally o f sever
illegal im m igrants get drivers al dozen people, want to galva
nize a statewide movement.
licenses.
“We’re going to make clear
For their campaign, part of a
broader
effort
to
target that while the Latino community
Schwarzenegger, the rally orga has long been passive, the time
nizers solicited the donation of has come to fight back,” rally
movies the former actor starred coordinator Juan Jose Gutierrez
in — so they can be ceremonially said.
The group wants to collect
destroyed.
Last m onth, Schwarzenegger enough DVDs and video cassettes
vetoed a bill that would have let for a symbolic destruction in
up to two million immigrants December.
“C3ne of great things about the
drive legally.
The legislation’s supporters United States is that they have the
of
free
speech,”
vowed to go after the governor, right
whom they think caved in to Schwarzenegger spokeswoman
public sentiment. Schwarzenegger Margita Thompson said. “ But the
has said the bill ignored his governor is putting good public
requirement o f key security safe policy and what’s in best interests
guards — an identifying mark of the entire state ahead o f polithat would differentiate theqi.
4 4 .f•♦# ♦ f^< ♦ »t
1 »«»* »»« <»»49M

Scere Lawerence
ASSOCUTED PRESS

SACRAM ENTO
—
Gov.
Arnold Schwarzenegger, who is
backing a campaign to limit lawsuits filed under the state’s unfair
competition law, has used that law
to file suits to stop the use of his
image in ads and bobblehead dolls.
That makes the governor a hyp
ocrite,
said
opponents
of
Proposition 64, the Nov. 2 ballot
measure that would limit unfair
competition suits.
“If the governor feels it’s OK to
file lawsuits under this law to pro
tect his image, why isn’t it OK to
file a case under the statute ...
when water and air are threatened
with contamination but no money
has been lost?” asked Jamie C.ourt,
president of the Foundation for

group. “The governor is being very
two-faced.”
Schwarzenegger’s legal affairs
secretary, Peter Siggins, said
Tuesday that the governor’s
, ‘âonem ent ofl-iopositron (>4 was
an attempt to head off frivolous
lawsuits, not to prevent people
with legitimate complaints from
filing unfair competition cases.
He said Schwarzenegger had
“some faith” that any potential
problems created by approval of
the proposition would be worked
out in the courts.
The 71-year-old unfair compe
tition law allows individuals, inter
est groups, other companies and
prosecutors to sue to stop practices
that allegedly give a business an
unfair advantage over competitors
or defraud consumers.
Supporters say it’s been used to

ronmental damage, among other
things.
But critics say the law- has also
been used by unscrupulous attorneys to shake down usually small
businesses to settle lawsuits filed
because of minor violations, such
as failing to post a business license
or using the wrong print size in
ads.
Proposition 64 would bar any
one other than the attorney gener
al or a local prosecutor from filing
an unfair competition lawsuit
unless they could show they had
been injured or lost money or
property because of the business’
conduct.
The ballot measure also would
require that unfair competition
suits filed for a group of people by
someone other than the attorney
general or another prosecutor
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Sex CDiUmilS in CX)ll^e

Com m ission calls for C A university overhaul

papers stir controversy

In an effort to lower state edu
cation costs, governor’s panel
suggests replacing Cal Grants
with fee waivers

the paper.
“College students an- absolutely
having
sex, but they don't know the
stu d e n ts, a d m in is tra to rs and
first thing about it,” Myers said.
college communities
“Last semester, a female student in
one
of my courses asked if it was
D an a H ull
true that drinking Windex after sex
I HE COU. MB1A CHRONICLE
meant you would not get pregnant.”
SAN JOSE — The Daily
There’s no accurate tally ot how
C'alifornian’s popular “Sex on many campus newspapers run sex
Tuesday”
column
welcomed columns, and as the tall semester gets
University of California, Berkeley under way, some college papers are
Students back to' school with frank facing criticism both on and off
talk about morning-after manners campus.
and the etiquette of the “half-night
The debut sex column m The
stand”-sneaking out before the sun Spectrum at North Dakota State
and the bed-owner rise.
University caused a furor among
Yvonne K. Fulbright, the 29- adults m the surrounding Fargo
y e a r-o ld
co m n u idoctoral
mtv. The
Student sex columnists — nearly
stud e n t
all of them women — are pushw h o
launched
writes the
the boundaries between entercoin m n
“ S ex p ert
was baretainin^ and adidsii{^
Tells
ly noted
A ll” c o l 
by
the
umn for New York University’s school’s 12,000 students. But the
Washington Square News, was invit column about oral sex outraged the
ed to speak at freshman orientation. larger campus community, and many
From California campuses to the adults bombarded the paper’s editor
Iw League and Big Ten universities with angry phone calls.
in the nation’s heartland, student sex
“I’m scared everv time the phone
columnists — nearly all of them rings,” said Matthew Ferine. The
young women — are spicing up Spectrum’s editor, who savs he is
college newspapers and pushing the torn over whether to tone the col
boundaries between entertaining umn down or alUm a local alterna
and advising.
tive paper to run it unedited. So far.
For a generation exposed to tele no one at North Dakiita State has
vision shows such as HBO's s.uicv pressured Fhe Spectrum to drop the
“Sex and the Cutv.'the columns are column, and other staffers h.ive leapt
must-reads.
to Its defense.
“It's a lot of advice on technuiue
But critics, mcuidini: 'onie cam
and pleasure.” said Soma Cdien. 22. a p u s health profc'sionais. w.irti that
senior at l^al who has been re.utiim the freew heeliim ; ontent c>t tfic sex
“Sex on luesdav " ^lnce she was i columns o u l i l
aiince'U'.on.tllv
freshman. “It''' like anomnious sex increase prc'-sin.- .'i Ntiiuonts to
idvice. You don't have to ask vour engage m bcii.iv '' i .I'l w'h i ! thev
friends questions because it's in the are m>t enioium i , ref'au!..
ampus paper.
“Most of t!K
oiiiim s ,ire
But others, iiuluding parents .iiid written b\ ^tiivtu
.luriialists or
ilumni. are aghast at the trank and columnist'' w' i u ;
i'ass. other
'Ometimes explicit nature of the than their owi. i ru.k xperience.
iilumns, which discuss eserythiiig an\ clinical ti.iir.u'o r ex eslucafrom orgasm to tantric sex to C - tion." said Tt'iv. K-oInu ki. executive
spots — aiul that s just for starters. director ot tf: • VlHincapoiis-based
Some adults have expressed concern .^s^ocl.^ted t I'iieut Frrsv a national
.1bout
membership
t h e
rg.inization
The Daily C^alifornians "Sex on
for college
iiu'sday "first appeared in January
.t u de n t
/9V7. mahinyi it the nation s first
media. Me
sex column in a campus paper
said that the
columns are
well-read m
students s.iy they find the columns part because of their salaciousness.
both entertaining and informative.
“There is some shock value
Some columns are humorous involved.” he said
essays based on interviews with stu
The Daily C aliforman's “Sex on
dents and the writer's personal Tuesday" column first appeared in
experience, while others follow a lanuary 1997, making it the first
Q-and-A format. While critics campus newspaper to h.ive a sex col
worry’ that the columns reinforce umn in the nation.
stereotypes that college students are
This si 'iiester it is written by San
pmniiscuous, others argue that the
Eitches. a 21-year-old pre-med stu
trend toward “abstinence-only”
dent who plans to specialize in
campaigns m high schools means
that many students arrive on campus obstetrics and gynecology.

Campus newspaper sex columns
elicit a myriad of reactions from

starved for information because
they’ve had little-to-no sex educa
tion.
At Humboldt State Universitv in
.^rcata, C^ilif, the Lumberjack newsp.iper’s “Sexually Speaking” column
has been written for five years by
Melinda Myers, a 4.f-year-old psy
chology professor who teaches
coursv\ on human sexuaJity.

Christine Kwon
THE (iUARUIAN

LA jCTLLA, — The state’s pub
lic higher education system should
undergo a major reorganization,
C'lov. Arnold Schwarzenegger’s
California Ferformance Review
panel has suggested, offering a list
of 33 recommendations in an
August report. Members of the
panel met under a mandate from
the governor to examine many
aspects of the state and “blow up
the boxes” to make recommenda
tions on how to increase efficiency
while reducing costs.
“We cannot afford waste and
fraud in any department or agency,”
Schwarzenegger said in a state
ment. “Together with my dedicated
team of experts, we will make
California the first true 21st-centu
ry government in America.”
Among its recommendations,
the commission suggested elimi
nating portions of the Cal Grant,
the state’s financial aid award for
low-income students. Under the

plan, the state would replace the
grant with fee waivers to be used at
all UC and CSU campuses.
Community colleges would also
receive authority to allocate Cal
Grant funds to financially needy
students
UC administrators expressed
worry over the proposal.
“We are concerned that [the
plan), which proposes that Cal
Cirants be converted to fee waivers,
may have significant unintended
consequences for undergraduate
student access to the university,”
said UC' Frovost and Senior Vice
Fresident for Academic Affairs
M.R.CL Greenwood.
If adopted, the process would
eliminate a substantial role of the
Cfilifornia
Student
Aid
C'ommission, the state’s principal
provider of grant aid for postsec
ondary students. C^SACfs function
of determining a student’s financial
eligibility and other criteria are
“duplicative and unnecessary,” the
report stated, since higher educa
tion institutions are required to
complete a similar analysis for stu
dents.
“These proposals, rather than
blowing up a box, would only serve
to torpedo college access and

Make your intematioial opportunity a reality

(Studu^ bw ad 9 ^ai%
'V-

over 40 on c.impus .iiul o f f campus represctilatiws

Fridiu; ( )crobcr 8
Dcxrcr Fawn
10 a.m. - 2 p.m.

from studv abroad, intcin'hip, and tr.ivel programs

ww'w.c.ilpoK.ctlu/ it“p

Don't mi':'' this oppununit\ to laik to

m A M K # 01 W

Tm / P^ace/'tO' Shop!
•/ G re a t Prices
•/ Fun C rew
✓ Extensive O rg an ic Selection
✓ C o m e Shop with U s

“ 1 want to keep it entertaining,
because that's the best w.iy tt) get
information across,” said Eitches.
w ho writes about “ half-night
Stands" as well as practical advice,
such as informing readers that em er
gency contraception is .wailable on
campus.

#1 Superm arket
#1 Place to Buy W in e
& one o f the Best H ealth Food Stores

“There is so much misinformaaboi\t sexuality at>vt

affordability to C'alifornia’s middleand low-income students,” C'SAC'.
Executive Director Diana MichelFuentes said in a statement
responding to the report.
The report also suggests consoli
dating four higher education enti
ties into a single division in the
state’s executive branch. The
C'alifornia Clommunity CTillege
Ghancellor’s Office, the C'alifornia
Fostsecondary
Education
CAUiimission, C'SAC' and the
Bureau for Frivate Fostsecondary
and Vocational Education would be
combined into a department under
an appointed deputy secretary of
education. The move would save
SI..3 million in the first year.
Opponents of the measure have
already spoken out strongly against
the proposal. The move would
politicize important education and
policy decisions that affect nearly
three
million
C'alifornians,
C'alifornia CAimmunity C'ollege
C'hancellor Mark Drummond said
in a statement responding to the
C'FR suggestions. Despite their
objections, both Drummond and
Welinsky believe many of the C'FR
recommendations merit further
consideration.
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Soccer
continued from page II

f4-0, 1-0) at Southern Utah (2-2.00) and North Dakota State (4-1,01) at South Dakota State (3-2, 0-2)
— plus a pair of non-eont'erenee
games — Stephen F. Austin at UC'

Davis (4-0, 2-0) and Northern second straight game that Jackson
CColorado (1-4, 1-1) at Southeastern went over the 200-plus receiving
Louisiana.
yard mark. The game also marked
Jackson caught nine passes for 246 the fourth 200-plus receiving yards
yards and three touchdowns in the game in Jackson’s career at UNC^
Hears’ loss at home to UC Davis. Jackson also tallied 323 all-purpose
The 246 yards was the second-high yards with 65 punt return yards and
est total in UNC history. It was the 12 kick return yards. The 323 all-

purpose yards ranks as the secondhighest total in UNC history behind
last week’s 349 all-purpose yardage
effort.
Nicholls State, which runs a triple
option, was held to 12.5 total rushing
yards and fumbled the hall away
twice. I )ahl had 17 tackles including
12 solo stops. The dozen solo tackles
tied the school record set by former
Hison All-American defensive end
Jerry I )ahl against South I )akota
No. 0825 State in 1974. He had one fumble
recovery and one tackle for loss.
Tt IT TT
Dahl leads NDSU with 36 tackles
including IS solos and two tackles
for losses. He also has three fumble

iNielit )9oik Sime0

Cro.ssword

Edited by Will Shortz

Note: Each of the three theme answers below (20-, 36- and t
54-Across) can be clued with the same three letters,

r ~ /|

5

TT"

ACROSS

35 Kennel sound
1 Chick on th(?
36 See instructions
piano
41 Leave the
6 P.D.Q, in the
scene
i.e.u.
42 Satisfy the
to Casing
munchies
14 Ph.D, hurdle
43 50-50. e.g
15 Pan of S N.L
44 Old discs
16 Narrow way
45 Onhodontist, for
one Abbr
17 Try to bite
18 Mental flash
46 Calls the shots
19 Aboard
50 Words of
assistance
20 See instruction'i
52
Sidekick
23 Flamenco shout
24 Sushi selection 53 Cry of insight
54 See instructions
25 Comb stopper
59 Cork's country
27 Harangues
30 Toward the tail 60 Confess
61 Camel
32 Copacabana
caravan s stopsite
off
33 Youth
62
lend the sauce
34 Dedicated
lines?
63 Victory goddess
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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64 Advil alternative
TT”
65 Caribbean and
others
66 Rock radio
7T “
pioneer Freed
67 Administered
7T~
medicine

recoveries, a sack, one pass breakup
and an interception.
For the fifth time in his C]al Poly
career, Jones returned a punt for a
touchdown. 1lis S9-yard romp in
the second quarter came S2 seconds
after the first Mustang touchdown of
the game, giving Cal Poly a 14-0
lead late in the first half. Jones also
has three career kickoff returns for
touchdowns. In all, Jones returned
four punts 131 yards in Saturday’s
14-7 win over South Dakota State.
He broke Cal Poly’s record for
career punt return yardage. Jones
also had five catches for 3.5 varels.

□□

DOWN

1 Swindle
2 Yankee
opponent
3 Cousin of an
ópòe
4 Zing
5 Vino region
6 Covers with
gunk
7 Kind of basin

FT

«a
W

■i
c;-

rr

8 State firmly

9 Sign of sorrow
10 Wake of the
ferry’ painter
11 Pocket
protector'?
12 Cabinet post
since 1849
13 Opposite of
paleo
21 Ribbed
22 Follower's suffix
26 Barn section
28 Heaps
29 Letter (rom
Greece
30 Flap
31 Productive
34 Frequently, in
verse

1

P uuta by Ricberd Silv,

35 Whoopee!'
36 Healthy
37 Speed up

45 Society newbie
46 Obscure

52 Lawrence Welk
specialty
55 Sicilian
hothead?

38 Ornamental
vine; Var
39"___Kapital”

47 Political
movements
48 Prosfier

56 Come up short

49 Got fresh with

57 Loathsome
person

40 What a person
may become
\when kneeling

51 Mike who
played Austin
Powers

58 Sign of sanctity
59 Double curve

For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, SI 20 a minute; or, with a
credit card 1-800-814 5554
Annual subscriptions are available tor the best of Sunday
crosswords from the last 50 years: 1-888-7-ACROSS.
Online subscriptions: Today s puzzle and more than 2,000
past puzzles, nytimes com/crosswords ($34 95 a year).
Share tips, nytimes.com/puzzleforum Crosswords for younq
solvers: nytimes com/loaming/xwords.
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T h e M ustang D aily is lo oking

" g s g s j/ ) El C o r r a l
w m m S ìÈ Ì B o o k s t o r e
WWW. E*lr o rra lb o o k s to re . com
open Mofldoy ■ Saturday

R.I.P
San Fran
GIAN TS

for freelance sports writers.
" U M V F R S IT Y S Q U A R F

open 7 days a week

D O W N T O W N

C'all Dan at 7.56-1796

open 7 days a week

CLASSIFIED
HELP WANTED
Student Programmers

CDM Technologies, Inc.
www.cdmtech.com
Java experience. CSC 101-103
(or equivalent) required.
CSC 205-206, Perl. XML/XSLT,
and UML preferred.
15-20 hours per week for at
least one year (full time during
school breaks).
Starting Salary:
$8.00 to $16.00 per hour.
U.S. citizenship required.
Submit resume by fax 541-1221
or email: phyllis@cdmtech.com

SHOUT OUTS!
Every Thursday, FREE! Submit it
by Tuesday to run on Thurs!
Call Christ! 756-1143

HELP WANTED
Gifted 9 year old pianist needs
dedicated student w/advanced
piano skills to teach him. You
must proficiently master new
songs quickly. Our son has
autism and requires specific
teaching technique. We will pro
vide
training. You bring skill and
commitment. lOhr/wk.
Arroyo Grande 904-9300
CMRG is actively looking for
research candidates who are
experiencing otitis externa,
symptoms of pain, discharge and
swelling of the outer ear. Must be
2 years of age or older. Please
call 805-549-7570 for more
information about this research
study of an investigational
medication. If eligible, you will be
reimbursed for your time and
effort.

HELP WANTED
CMRG is actively looking for
research candidates who have
sprained an ankle. Please call
805-549-7570 within 48 hours of
injury for more information about
this research study of an
investigational medication. If
eligible, you will be reimbursed for
your time and effort.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

BOOKS FOR SALE

Bartender Trainees Needed

Business Law textbook
Great condition
$75
Call 805-801-1253

Earn $100 - $200/shift.
No experience necessary.
International bartender school will
be back in SLO one week only.
Day/Eve classes. Job placement:
pt. time/full time openings, limit
ed seating, call today!
1-800-859-4109
www.bartendusa.la

HOMES FOR SALE
Affordable!! 2BR -r 1.5BA
mobile home in SLO. Clean
$69,000, make offer! Vintage
Investment Properties 489-8800,
1-800-549-6996

FOR SALE

House Cleaner Needed:

Detailed + thorough, 2 X mo.
Benefits;

Great money - $15/hr
Rexible schedule - 2 X mo.
Will train
All supplies provided
Call 805-235-0001

Sigma Alpha Lambda is a National
Leadership and Honors
Organization recognizing academic
achievement and service in the
community. We are seeking
motivated students to assist in
starting a local chapter (3.0 GPA
required). Contact: Rob Miner at
rminer@salhonors.org

Computer , New. 40 GB, $240
543-2145
Computer, Used, $100, 543-2145

GET y o u r CLASSIFIED AD IN

THE DAILY NOW!! 756-1143
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Snapshots fixmi a M ustang Olympian
Former Mustang Stephanie
Brown spent her summer
competing in the 2004 Summer
Olympics in Athens.
C hristina Joslin
MUSTANC; DAILY

It was an experience she’ll
remember all her life. Stephanie
Brown, 24, stands 6’4” tall and uses
her towering height to help make
her an exceptional
athlete and fierce
competitor.
Brown had the
pleasure of attend
ing the Olympic
games in Athens,
Greece this summer
to compete in the dis
cuss throw.
Brown, a San Luis Obispo county resident and former Mustang,
went to Arroyo
Arroyo Grande
Grande High
School and came to Cal Poly with
a full scholarship.
D uring her years as a
Mustang, Brown played on
the women’s basketball and
track and field teams. For the
track team she threw the shot
put and discuss.
Brown was a six-time AllAmerican in indoor and out
door track and field.
She started her Mustang
career in 1999 finishing 2()th
at the NCAAs and first in the
Big West in the discuss
through.
In 2(M)2, Brown was again
tops in the Big West in the
discuss, a feat she’d match the
in 2003 again.
Last year. Brown competed

with VS Athletics in professional
meets throughout California.
Within the year she was ranked 8th
nationwide for discuss.
At the 2004 Olympic Trials in
Sacramento, Brown threw the dis
cuss 203’ 1”, which became her
record throw and guaranteed her a
spot on the Olympic team.
The throw exceeded her previ
ous personal best by nine feet and
also bettered the Olympic “A”
qualifying standard of
61 meters.
On Aug. 3rd, she
left for Greece.
While in Athens,
Brown took the
time to write an
online journal at the
onsite computer lab. The
Tribune printed her diaries daily
^^e was competing.
^^e plane to Athens I met
African beach volleyball
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COURTESY PHOTOS

Stephanie Brown stands outside the Olympic Stadium where she would compete and where her favorite
Olympic moment, the opening ceremonies, were held.

■n

Brown
poses
with
another
United
States
Olympic
com
petitor
and the
team
just
behind
her.
COUHTESY
fHO TO

team,” wrote Brown in her online 22nd in the preliminaries and did
“I was at the top o f this long row
diary. “I gave them an American not qualify to move to the finals. o f cameras just about to walk down
Flag pin. Even though it seems as She threw the discuss 192 ft.
a flight o f stairs in to the tunnel,
though the entire world dislikes
She fouled her first attempt by a when I turned around and took
Americans, everyone likes to get couple millimeters, which was eas- one last look at the torch, the fans,
American merchandise.”
ily a 61 meter throw and could the track, the discuss ring and
Brown spent about a week in have put her in the finals. planted it into my permanent
Crete, before she actually left for Cautiously, she only threw the dis- memory,” Brown wrote. “1 am a
Athens. The team stayed in a five- cuss 58 meters on her second 2004 United States Olympian, and
attempt and in the words of Mac Wilkins, who
star resort and was
unfortunate- is a fellow Olympian and multiple
given the chance to
fouled World C ham pion,‘I will always be
relax and shop.
Thc ceremony is the one ly
again
on
her an Olympian!”’
“I got a beachside
thing
r
il
remember
for
Now, Brown does general athlet
third throw.
villa and meals at the
the
rest
o
f
my
life.
“She is a ic training with Cal Poly’s women
55
beachside restaurant,”
track and field team. And in her
phenomenal
Brtiwn said. “ I could
athlete and free time, she works with after
— STEPHANIE BROW N
n’t wait to experience
O lym pic discuss ihrower
great com  school programs for sports training
my first swim in the
petitor,” said at Santa Rosa and Santa Margarita
Mediterranean.”
Paul Terek, Elementary Schools.
Brown arrived in Athens Aug. 13
Brown shared the following pic
and glimpsde the Olympic Stadium Michigan State graduate and fellow
tures
of her experience with the
Olympic
decathlete.
“I
know
she
for the first time. Opening cere
Daily.
monies were scheduled for that tried as hard as she could.”
Though she’s been taking some
The experience o f being in
night.
time
off as of late. Brown fully
Athens
and
competing
for
the
“The ceremony is the one thing
I’ll remember for the rest o f my United States was a huge accom intends to begin training for more
competition.
life,” Brown said. “The world unites plishment for Brown.
all in one place. That’s a beautiful
7b cimk MKTStefbmm/s Athens
g t t»:
thing to see.”
On Aug. 20th, Brown competed.
http://gpfxiy.coixi/t]aclc/out]cioQr/&ovmitfinl
Unfortunately, she only placed

A challenging two games await Mustang mens soccer
MUSTANC STAFF REPORT

The Cal Poly men’s soccer team,
which has yet to win at home in
three tries after winning a pair of
tournament championships to start
the season, will open Big West
Conference play this week with two
matches — Wednesday at Cal State
Northridge, starting at 3 p.m., and
Saturday at home against No. 1 UC
Santa Barbara, starting at 7 p.m.
C!al State Northridge has won
three straight and is 5-3 overall with
wins over Dartmouth, American,
UNLV, San Diego and Alabama
AAM.The Matadors are coached by
Terry Davila (sixth season, 56-41-9 )

and finished 14-3-3 a year ago, cap
turing the Big West tide with a 7-21 mark.
Willie Sims leads all Matador
scorers with six goals for 12 points.
Alec de Mattos has three goals and
an assist for seven points. Goalkeeper
Radames Lafaurie has a 1.41 goalsagainst average and .756 save per
centage with two shutouts.
UC Santa Barbara is 8-0-1 for the
season and has already played one
Big West match, defeating UC
Riverside 3-0 on Sept. 23. Lone
blemish on the Ciaiichos’ record is a
1-1 tie at San Francisco last Friday.
UC’SB, which hosts Cal State
Fullerton on Wednesday, is a>ached

by Tim VomSteeg (sixth season, 7430-7) and finished 16-5-1 a year ago,
7-3 for second place in the Big West.
The Gauchos are led offensively by
Drew McAthy with eight goals and
three assists for 19 points and Neil
Jones with five goals and three assists
for 13 points. Goalkeeper Dan
Kennedy has a stingy 0.21 goalsagainst average and .953 save per
centage with seven shutouts in nine
matches.
C.al Poly is 4-8 against C'al State
Northridge and 7-10 against UC
Santa Barbara since moving to
División I in 1994.
F o o tb a ll’s Jo n e s H o n o re d

One player each from Northern
Colorado, North Dakota State and
Cal Poly earned Great West Football
Conference player of the week hon
ors for their performances in games
on last Saturday.
All three players are two-time
GWFC player of the week award
winners.
Northern Colorado wide receiver
Vincent Jackson was chosen as
Offensive Player of the Week for the
second straight week while North
Dakota State sttx>ng safety Craig
Dahl picked up defensive player of
the week honors for the second time
this season. Selected as Special Teams
Player of the Week was ('al Poly

wide receiver/kick return specialist
Darrell Jones, the second time he has
won a player of the week award this
season.
Cal Poly defeated South Dakota
State
14-7
while
Northern
Colorado fell .30-20 to UC Davis in
Great West Football Conference
games Saturday. In non-conference
contests. Southern Utah routed
McNeese State 56-14 and North
Dakota State was a 24-14 winner
over Nicholls State.
(iames scheduled for Saturday
iiKlude a pair of (ireat West Football
Conference matchups — C'al Poly
see Soccer, page 12

